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• · Formulated conceptual basis of the "end to end" system, including its 
components, linkages and feedbacks.

–- Generic approach for characterizing and transferring uncertainties from the 
ocean environment (including sea bottom) through the acoustic to the sonar and 
its signal processing.

•
• · Extended ESSE data assimilation to coupled physical-acoustical fields

–- Acoustic and oceanic variables both in the state vector: acoustic data 
modify oceanic fields and vice-versa
–- Exemplified the approach in an Identical Twin Experiment based on data 
collected during the summer 1996 Shelfbreak PRIMER

•
• · Initiated the use of ESSE for forecasting terms in the sonar equations that 

are necessary to forecast range and azimuth-dependent “predictive 
probabilities of detection”

•
• · Started to improve the ESSE simulations of the ocean dynamics and 

uncertainties during the summer 1996 Shelfbreak PRIMER. Current work 
involves:

–- Bottom topographies
–- Surface wind forcings
–- Numerical domain and model levels
–- Assimilation of SeaSoar data

•
• · Collected and started to study an extended bibliography of books and 

research and review articles on:
–- Uncertainty in ocean/atmosphere applications
–- Predictability theory and ocean/atmos./acoustic applications
–- General theories and reviews on uncertainty, information theory, etc.
–- Internal waves: data and models
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Stochastic Modeling of 
Uncertainty

Non-Gaussian sound speed error PDF’s are a 
fundamental feature of physical acoustical 
models in the shelfbreak environment. Simple 
Gaussian approximations will be inadequate, 
cf. Lermusiaux et al., 2000
Uncertainty in ocean dynamical models is 
transferred to acoustic models as multiplicative
rather than additive noise
Evolution of the End-to-End-System must 
therefore be treated in terms of the stochastic 
calculus; different answers will be obtained 
from the different formulations
The Stratonovich calculus is the appropriate 
form for this problem
Filtering applications may require
transformation to the Ito formulation

Robert Miller, OSU
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